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At The End of the DayAt The End of the Day   

Great job to the Varsity members who not only were able to get something slapped together in a mere 4 
days, but who were also able to do a considerable job! Of all the teams that attended, we were the only 
ones who didn’t even have a full string!  

Notable WildcatsNotable Wildcats   
This section is devoted to those who when above and beyond the call of duty. 
• A HUGE thanks to the babies who came and supported the Varsity!  
• Congratulations to our performers who placed at the tournament today: Sophie Luo (1st in ES), 

Jake Korell (2nd in OC), Anna Gatdula (Finalist in PO), Rachel Raymond (Finalist in IS), Joey Kim 
and Anna Gatdula (3rd in DDA), Kaveri Sharma (4th in SOS), Sophie Luo (4th in Info) 

• Nice Job to Jake Korell and Rachel Raymond who both went straight 1s in prelims 
• A HUGE thanks to all who came and supported our competing varsity members: Evangeline Van, 

Veronica Picchi, Hannah Krusinger, Stephanie Lenertz, Ashley Lee, Alex Baxter, Sam Ide, and 
Angela Wang. The best way to learn how to improve is to watch what’s good!  

• Pat on the back to Kelsey Sante who was next to go this week. 

Geek of the WeekGeek of the Week   
This goes to the wildcat that is extra special! Lame description, but it’s so true! 
 

Sammy De Carlo!!! Sammy stepped up to fill a vacant spot, even though she was fighting a 
cold, she toughed it out for her rounds and helped us rake in all our points! 

Don’t Forget Don’t Forget This This .  .  .  .  .  .  or Elseor Else !!!!!!   
This is a list of all of the information you need to know in order to stay on the Captains’ and my Good 
Side .  .  . avoid the Latina Heat!   Do not take these lightly.  If you forget we will send Sam…no 
wait…we need someone scary… Sophie…no wait…hmm. We don’t have any scary captains this year. So 
I’LL come to your house at 5 am to wake you up.  You don’t want to see me mad that early in the 
morning. 
 

1. Bring your critique sheets to your rehearsals this week and every week. Some have learned the 
hard way that YOU WILL be turned away from rehearsals. Miss two, and you’re off the team. 
Please be responsible! 

2. Get those health forms/field trip forms in! As well, 80 dollars made out to NVHS for activity 
fee is due.  

3. Babies – If you are interested in seeing what your event looks like, feel free to join us on 
the bus to Wheaton North this coming Saturday. There will be room for only a certain amount on 
the bus, so be sure to check in with me. We’d love to have you, and it would be a great 
experience to see how Varsity members perform. 

 



 


